This paper proposes a novel object detection method based on the visual saliency model in order to reliably detect objects such as rocks from single monocular planetary images. The algorithm takes advantage of the relatively homogeneous and distinct albedos present in planetary environments such as Mars or the Moon to extract a Digital Terrain Model of a scene using photoclinometry. The Digital Terrain Model is then incorporated into a bottom-up visual saliency algorithm to augment objects that protrude out of the ground. This Structure Augmented Monocular Saliency algorithm (SAMS) improves the accuracy and reliability of detecting objects in a planetary environment with no training requirements, greater robustness and lower computational complexity than 3D saliency models. Comprehensive analysis of the proposed method is performed using three challenging benchmark datasets. The results show that the Structure Augmented Monocular Saliency (SAMS) algorithm performs better than against commonly used visual saliency models on the same datasets.
Introduction
Over the past few decades extra-terrestrial planetary rovers have evolved into highly complex intelligent systems utilising a variety of on-board sensors. 1 Corresponding author e-mail: c.spiteri@surrey.ac.uk
In particular, machine vision has played an important role in increasing rover autonomy. Visual feature detection remains a key research topic, especially for rover localisation, pose estimation and navigation. To date, most of these planetary visual navigation systems incorporate the well-known technique of saturated feature extraction, using basic point-based feature detection methods (e.g., SURF features). There is a clear understanding that there is still much work that remains to be done to provide algorithms that can detect landmarks 10 on extraterrestrial planetary surfaces [1] . Moreover identification of landmarks such as, rocks in terms of point-based features (SIFT, SURF and corner-based) using supervised classification techniques are computationally intensive, and prone to failures due to homogeneous surfaces textures of Mars. Furthermore, image databases for training purposes (from previous missions) are limited, and may over fit models to very specific terrain patterns that are not generic. Thus, it is important for landmarks, such as rocks, to be detected using methods that are generic, unsupervised, and do not rely on visual descriptors that are computationally intensive.
The use of stereopsis (or stereovision) has been the most widely used solu- 20 tion for terrain mapping on Mars. However there will be a greater requirement for identification of terrain features, such as rocks, slopes and other related hazards as landmarks for future extra-terrestrial missions. Where stereovision and active LiDAR-based solutions do exist in terrestrial rovers for such applications [2, 3, 4] , they might prove to be computationally intensive for planetary rovers.
Alternatively, the use of monocular vision-based techniques may prove to be a more optimal solution in terms of hardware, software and power consumption. There is an increasing understanding that monocular vision-based object detection methods offer great potential for the identification of landmarks on planetary surfaces. Most popular methods include; shape analysis and detec- 30 tion, edge-detection operators, interest-point detectors, and Haar-like features [5] . However, these features may exhibit suboptimal performance if training data is not sufficiently large.
On the other hand, monocular vision processing does not necessarily require as much computational power as stereo vision processing. Furthermore it can be used to detect objects at a much further distance than stereo vision processing [5] . Being able to identify long-range obstacles and other terrain parameters is a relatively new area of research, whose results will be of clear relevance for planetary explorations.
For more than a decade, there has been an effort to develop machine vision 40 paradigms that can extract regions of interest (ROIs) in terms of their global and local conspicuity characteristics, known as visual saliency models [6] . To date, one such method, i.e., Itti et al. [7] , has been used for the detection of planetary rocks [8] within the context of planetary rovers. However, a more in depth investigation is required into such models, in order to identify the most feasible stimuli for such planetary mission applications. This paper investigates an object detection technique dubbed Structure Augmented Monocular Saliency (SAMS) in order to reliably detect objects (e.g., rocks) from a sequence of planetary 2D images. The proposed solution is based on existing state-of-the-art saliency algorithms and augmented using a rough Digital Terrain Model of the 50 scene acquired using photoclinomentry (or Shape from Shading) from the same monocular image. This technique seeks to abate some algorithmic limitations of existing methods without a-priori model training requirements, lower computational complexity and greater robustness towards applications over long-distance planetary terrains. The proposed method is a key component of the Planetary Monocular Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (PM-SLAM) algorithm [9] , however there are various applications for which the SAMS algorithm can be employed. Typical usage scenarios are discussed in detail in [10] The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews and analysis cognitive-inspired" visual saliency-based methods for rock detection as land-60 marks with the potential for application to the problem of autonomous rover navigation and absolute localisation. Section 3 discusses the state-of-the-art behind Shape from Shading. Section 4 discusses the SAMS algorithm and depicts the test results by comparing them to our previous studies, while our conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Visual Saliency in Planetary Environments
Visual saliency (or more generally visual attention) models are mostly inspired by the information selection property of biological visual systems and their underlying paradigms can either be based on computational models or cognitive research. Applications of visual saliency models cover a range of dif-70 ferent areas; from low-level object detection and tracking [11, 12] , to more complex robot localisation and navigation [13] . Models of visual attention can vary on the basis of their processing characteristics, they can either take top-down factors into account (that relate to high-level cognitive factors) or bottom-up (called saliency") processing [6] . We specifically focus on the bottom-up attention models. A general understanding about natural top-down attentional behaviour can be attained from [14] . Further classifications exist in literature, such as object-based i.e., prediction of salient regions is based on detection and segmentation of objects in the visual scene or space-based (i.e., notion of saliency is based at pixel-level in probabilistic terms of attracting attention [6] . 80 Within the context of the current problem domain we will focus on models that are bottom-up, space-based and are able to generate topographic saliency maps of the input visual scene. Further to this, we select models that are relatively fast among the state-of-the-art and have very low computational load.
We select seven state-of-the-art saliency models for the current object detection and tracking problem and perform extensive comparative analysis using standard evaluation protocols. The choice of saliency models for the current research problem is constrained by the visual feature characteristics of Martian terrain. Furthermore limitations in power and computational resources on-board planetary rovers has influenced the selection of saliency models for 90 the potential application environment, and therefore algorithms with the lowest possible computational load have been used. More importantly, vision-based methods that require prior training (supervised learning) may not be appropriate for planetary rovers, since access to data from previous missions is either very limited or insufficient for training and testing purposes. [15] (STB (Saliency Toolbox)) extends this concept towards modelling visual attention in terms of proto-objects (the generated saliency maps are used for the deduction of a proto-object (via a winner-take-all neural network framework) at the attended location), (see [16, 17] for further literature on proto-objects). Harel et al. [18] (GBVS) uses the computational power, topographical structure, and parallel nature of probabilistic graphical models in order to describe visually salient regions in an image. The equilibrium distribution of Markov chains along with a dissimilarity measure is used to compute saliency values in the visual scene.
Hou et al. [19] (SRA) proposed the use of log spectrum of an input image along 110 with the average Fourier envelope in order to extract the spectral residual in the frequency domain to generate a saliency map. Seo et al. [20] (SDSR) proposed a unified framework for (static and space-time) saliency detection that defines visually conspicuous regions in a local way. The model utilises non-parametric local regression kernels to estimate the likelihood of pixel to its surrounding.
A self-resemblance map (that is used to estimate saliency likelihood) is generated which measures the statistical likelihood (similarity) of a feature matrix at a given pixel to its surround feature matrices using matrix cosine similarity measure. Guo et al. [21] (PQFT) introduced a multi resolution spatiotemporal based visual saliency detection model called phase spectrum of quaternion The selection of visual saliency models discussed above manifest conspicuous 130 regions of interest in the image using distinct recognition paradigms. Each individual technique seems to fit the current problem domain. We will set out to quantify which of these visually salient feature modelling methods is the most suitable for rock detection on a homogeneous planetary surface with the potential for autonomous planetary exploration missions. Knowledge gained form the current analysis will prove to be very useful for the development of biologically inspired models especially adapted to homogeneous planetary surfaces such as the Structure Augmented Monocular Saliency (SAMS) algorithm discussed in the following section.
Depth Perception 140
The human visual search strategy is based on the feature integration theory [7] of a biologically plausible architecture as proposed in [23] . The visual input from the eyes is first decomposed into a set of topographic feature maps. The different maps then compete for saliency within the final map where prominent features stand out from their surroundings producing a final saliency map.
With the advent of stereo vision cameras and increased processing power available at lower costs, saliency models that incorporate depth cues have emerged in literature, however, computing depth from disparity is a computationally expensive process [24, 25, 26] that planetary rovers can ill afford [27] , which makes the algorithm inept at operating in real-time due to limited processing power available on planetary rovers [28, 29] . Photoclinometry or shape from shading (SfS) is a cluster of techniques for estimating topography that have been exploited by planetary scientists for more than 50 years [30] . The techniques fall under two main classes, global methods and local methods.
Global methods minimise a cost function involving constraints such as smooth-ness and integrability to recover the surface normal gradient or depth through variation calculus. They iteratively compute the shape which is globally consistent. Global methods tend to be more complex but produce better results than local methods [31] . Local methods on the other hand are simpler but only provide an approximation of the shape.
In SfS, it is assumed that the reflectance map is known and the albedo map is homogeneous or linear. Within terrestrial images the latter may not always be the case since albedos of objects around us manifest diverse variations in a non-linear form. Although it is somewhat possible to extract an albedo map from a single image without any prior knowledge, results tend to vary based on the constraints and assumptions within the study [32] . In contrast, dusty environments such as the Moon and Mars tend to manifest a limited range of albedos with distinct variations [33, 34] that are easily deducible and quantifiable [32, 35] .
SfS algorithms are fundamentally based on Lambert reflectance function and 170 cosine law [32] , where local methods employ discrete approximations for p and q using finite differences and linearization of the reflectance map. Tsai and Shah [32] provide a good comparison between their method and other local SfS algorithms resulting in one of the fastest SfS methods available. Using a Jacobian iterative method they reduce a complex calculation to equation 1 by solving part of the equation using previous estimates and assuming the initial state of the previous estimate at the first iteration to be zero.
τ and σ are the tilt and slant angle of the illumination source.
The authors of [32] also extend the algorithm to specular surfaces and tested extensively on both synthetic and real images. Similarly, in [36] , various SfS 180 algorithms are benchmarked for speed and accuracy with the Tsai and Shah algorithm described above having the fastest execution speed with reasonable accuracy. Therefore the Tsai and Shah algorithm has been chosen to extract the approximate structure of the scene.
As described by Ramachandran [37] the ability to perceive shape (or structure) from shading is one of the most important yet poorly understood aspects of human vision. In addition recovering structure from shading involves low computational costs and hence is ideally suited for planetary rovers. is applied to the saliency map in order to convert it to a binary map. We use
Otsu's method [38] (histogram shape-based thresholding) to reduce our saliency map to a binary image with the assumption that the saliency maps have a bimodal distribution, (i.e., two classes of pixels; salient objects (i.e., rocks) and the background). This method essentially follows an exhaustive search strategy (discriminant form of pattern recognition technique) to compute the optimum threshold that minimises the intra-class variance or maximising the inter-class variance,
where ρ 1 (T ) and ρ 2 (T ) are the probabilities of these two classes (C 1 and C 2 ) respectively, and
and T ∈ {1, 2, , 256} represents any level within the full range of grey level histogram values. In most cases, the Otsu's [38] method iteratively computes 210 the optimum by maximising (2), more formally,
This banalization step further acts as a quasi post-processing-filter in order to suppress the response of sporadic saliency blobs in the image, while nonetheless allowing for the possibility of detection failures.
Pre-processing and Horizon Detection
A horizon (sky) detection method has been employed as a pre-process, outside the saliency algorithms, to crop all images just below the sky line as this interferes with the resultant output. Sky detection is performed by searching for a large and bright homogeneous region that touches at least one of the four corners of the image. It is possible for a sky region not to include at least one 220 of the four corners of the image, when a corner is occluded by another object (e.g. part of the rover or a hilly outcrop), however this does not manifest itself in the chosen dataset. The sky detection starts with building an edge map.
Candidate contours are extracted using the border following method of Suzuki [17] . Contours that do not encapsulate any of the four corners are rejected. The PMSLAM software has the ability to place a virtual camera at a given location, field of view and record images. The dataset comprises a total of 111 frames (per frame monocular image size of 512 x 512 pixels). Refer to figure 3b.
RAL Space SEEKER Dataset
The dataset is a subset of the original data generated by the SEEKER con- 
Ground-Truth Annotation of Image Data
For each of the three experimental datasets, per image visual scene annotation (as well as labelling using numeric nomenclature) is carried out by two individuals in terms of observed objects (i.e., rocks). Both individuals use a common (planetary rock) annotation tool purposely built at the Surrey Space Cen-280 tre. This results in laboriously annotated ground-truth datasets with bounding boxes encapsulating the regions of interest (i.e., rocks in the current experimental scenario) with negligible observed variation among the annotators (voiding the requirement of an interrater reliability study). These will serve as our test datasets.
Evaluation of Saliency Algorithm
We test the detection performance of the aforementioned saliency algorithms using the quantitative evaluation metrics and protocols set out in [40] and [16] .
We carried out an extensive quantitative evaluation of the selected saliency models for rock detection utilising datasets that replicate a planetary surface.
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This will enable us to understand the advantages of the different types of visual stimuli that these models use that can effectively detect rocks on planetary surfaces for rover autonomy. The analysis will moreover help in choosing the right framework on which to build the SAMS algorithm.
The detection accuracy of the proposed methods are evaluated using protocols similar to [16] . For any given frame 't', the number of 'false positives' (f p t ), 'misses' (ms t ) and 'true positives' (tp t ) is calculated by measuring the spatial overlap between the ground-truth and the system output objects. If for a given frame 't', G t i is the i th ground-truth object and D t i is the i th detected object then the spatial overlap ratio (OR t i ) is calculated as per equation 4.
The detected object is considered a true positive for OR t i ≥ 0.2 and false positive for OR t i < 0.2. Whereas any unmatched objects in the ground-truth set are considered misses. The Normalised Multiple Object Detection Accuracy (N-MODA) is computed for the entire image sequence of each dataset.
N t = 0 we force N-MODA = 0. The parameters c ms and c f are weighting parameters that can be varied according to the specified application (in the current paper, c ms = c f = 1, N t G and N t D are the number of ground-truth and system detected objects respectively.
. The majority of the saliency methods tested here manifested good performance against the annotated ground truth (see Table 1 ), however two mod- 2). In addition the SAMS algorithm combines all the individual feature maps (structure, colour, intensity and orientation) together in one step unlike the 340 Wang et al algorithm that computes a saliency map from 2D information then combines this map with the 3D depth map. This gives the flexibility of assigning different weights to each feature map depending on the application.
Computation of shape feature map
The SfS computation process has been developed in C++ where it program takes an image and a parameter file to compute the scene structure, returning a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) in the form of a dense matrix with the same size of the original image. The program also attempts to recover the albedo information as described in [32] . The parameter file contains information about the light direction, the maximum number of iterations allowed and a scale factor.
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The light direction is deduced from the rovers on-board sun sensor.
The maximum number of iteration allowed limits the number of cycles the Jacobian iterator is allowed to recapitulate in order to achieve convergence.
The iteration scalar is arbitrarily set, however this has an impact on the quality of the output in terms of accuracy at the trade-off of execution speed. Since the algorithm is not performing precise calculations and is only concerned with highlighting objects that protrude from the ground, the iteration value is set to a value of 2 in order to maximise the execution speed.
The scale value also has an impact on the quality of the output and executions speed. Essentially the scale value is used to resize the image to smaller 360 dimensions producing a coarser DTM but a much faster execution. Once again, since the algorithm is not performing precise calculations, the Scale value is set to reduce the image size to 320x240 pixels or as close to this as possible depending on the image shape. The resulting DTM is the scaled back to match the size of the original image and a Gaussian filter is applied to smooth out any noise.
The typical execution speed for generating a DTM using the above parameters 
Computation of feature maps
The colour, intensity and orientation feature maps are computed using the 370 centre surround difference method proposed by Itti et al [7] , however the algorithm falls short of combining the feature maps together at this stage.
Combining the feature maps
Several approaches of combining feature maps have been proposed in literature, however, a standardized approach to combine depth maps with 2D visual features is still lacking. In [41] the proposed model is to adopt a weighted merging mechanism of the feature maps where the final saliency map is equal to the sum of both maps as in equation 6 .
where ω 1 = ω 2 = 0.5.
Similarly, the SAMS algorithm performs a weighted merging of all the feature 380 maps, however rather than combining the 2D saliency map with the depth map, the SAMS algorithm combines all 5 maps together as per equation 7.
where ω n = 1/#F M and F M m is the feature map with S for the Structure (or depth) feature map, C for the colour feature map, I for the intensity feature map and O for the orientation feature map.
Experiments performed using various weights for each feature map are analogous with the experiments perform in [41] in that equal weighting on all the feature maps tend to yield the best detection performance. rithm. The algorithm has detected numerous features that should not have been classified as salient. In addition, if these small features were to be considered as 410 a salient object, the algorithm fails to detect similar objects dotted around the image. Furthermore, the actual salient objects (large rocks) have been detected as one whole feature rather than 3 different objects.
The red bounding boxes in figure 6 show the salient objects detected by the SAMS algorithm. The algorithm ignores very small features that would not have any significant value in terms of providing information for planetary exploration.
The output of the SAMS algorithm closely correlates with the human annotated objects with minor variations in the size of the bounding boxes.
In an effort to verify that the algorithm performs well in a real world application, a small selection of images from the vast MER libraries where tested 420 using both methods. it is slower than the 3 aforementioned algorithms. Since SAMS is built on the Itti algorithm the computation speed is slightly slower due to the extra computational requirements to generate the DTM however its performance is still at an acceptable rate and this can be improved using parallel processing methods for generating the DTM as described in [31] . 200MHz, 500Mhz, 700Mhz, 1Ghz, and 2Ghz and the corresponding frame rate of our algorithm is shown in figure 9 . The SEEKER dataset has been used for this experiment and the images have been scalled down by a factor of 4 with the resulting image size of 128 x 96 pixels. This has little or no degradation in results measured using the N-MODA metric. It is worth noting that the MSL rover has an OBC with 200MHz and that the Raspberry Pi (an inexpensive computer) has a CPU speed of 700Mhz, both of which would be capable of executing the SAMS algorithm.
Conclusion
We propose a novel approach towards detecting salient objects with spe-460 cific focus of application within the domain of planetary rovers. The algorithm (SAMS) proposed in this paper uses photoclinometry to add a shape dimension to the feature maps employed by saliency algorithms such as the Itti et al method. This greatly reduces the computational costs required by 3D saliency algorithms when constructing the DTM through a stereo pair of images. Results thus achieved showed good performance over a previous study using the same datasets and annotations. Such paradigms could potentially form a very effective basis for object detection specifically for applications in future longdistance autonomous rover navigation. We also anticipate exploring many other novel dimensions for the SAMS algorithm and experiment with more challenging 470 datasets to achieve a solid foundation for the proposed concept.
Field trails at a location that mimics a Martian or Lunar terrain is being planned using the Surrey Mobility Platform (SMP) Rover. This platform has been successfully utilized in previous field trial as described in [27] .
